
IRCameras Introduces the QuazIRHD+™, a True High Definition Infrared OEM Camera  

 
Santa Barbara, CA, May 6, 2014 – IRCameras (IRC), the industry's leading provider of high-performance infrared 
imaging systems, announces the QuazIR™ family of  infrared OEM cameras, including  the QuazIR™ 320, the 
QuazIR™-SD,  the QuazIR™-HD and the QuazIR™-HD+,  a true high definition OEM camera designed for 
applications where size, weight and power (SWaP) are critical considerations.  Built on a customizable modular 
platform, this innovative technological design allows engineers to easily integrate the QuazIR™ OEM core into both 
new and existing sensor platforms. . 

“Our new QuazIR™ family of OEM Cameras redefines performance, flexibility and versatility in the infrared OEM 
camera market,” said Steve McHugh, President of IRCameras. Our customers have well-defined requirements on 
everything from size and power to system performance. And the features of this new line of cameras allow them to 
customize it to fit their design and application, not just build the platform around the camera.” 
 
Designed and manufactured by IRCameras, this product is ideal for applications that require low power and a high 
performance, including manned or unmanned ground and airborne platforms. The camera electronics allow for the 
integration of external E/O imagers, simplifying installation requirements and providing the ability for multiplexing 
infrared and visible data.  The QuazIR™ family includes options for sensor resolution; a choice of cooler 
configurations, and a variety of image data outputs resulting is a highly configurable imaging system.  Incorporating 
the latest in both cooled InSb and nBn warm midwave detector technologies, QuazIR™ offers the most options of 
any infrared imaging core available today. 
 
 “IRC has always taken pride in our ability to provide custom, flexible product choices for our customers,” said 
Steve McHugh. “With this new product our customers can buy the product they need, not the product that is 
available. Essentially, the customization capabilities of our new QuazIR™ camera enable their requirements to drive 
the camera design – it truly provides a level of flexibility never seen before in our industry.”  

The QuazIR™ family of products will be manufactured by IRCameras and is currently available for purchase. 

 

About IRCameras LLC  
IRCameras, LLC is a leading designer and manufacturer of high performance infrared imaging systems for 
exceptionally demanding scientific, industrial and military applications. IRC offers commercial off the shelf and 
customizable cameras, OEM cores and IDCAs that utilize the most sophisticated digital focal plane technologies, 
providing the highest sensitivity and fastest frame rates. For more information about IRCameras, LLC, please visit 
our website http://www.ircameras.com. 
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